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Continuous Vulnerability Scanning
Reducing the Exploit Window Has Never Been More Critical
Most organizations aren’t aware that 85% of cyber attacks could have been avoided if PC’s alone were up-to date with
current security patches. Vulnerabilities extend beyond desktops and devices to web applications, hardware and other
business systems and infrastructure. Let’s face it - staying on top of patches is difficult because your network, applications
and systems are constantly changing and if you’re like most mid-sized organizations, you simply don’t have the resources
to stay on top of it all. Continuous, active vulnerability monitoring has never been more critical to keeping you safe.

Powerful AND Simple Vulnerability Scanning
Continuous Vulnerability Scanning (CVS) by eSentire scans for vulnerabilities across your organizations vital infrastructure
and assets. It provides critical notifications and reporting to help minimize your risk of breach and you won’t be
overwhelmed navigating through noisy alerts or complex dashboards. Our focus is to help you reduce the exploit window.
Our elite cybersecurity analysts act as an extension of your team, laser focused on helping you reduce the exploit window.
CVS delivers actionable reporting, advising and support to remediate critical vulnerabilities, keeping your organization
safe.

Comprehensive world-class scanning
CVS uses the latest advanced threats and zero-day vulnerabilities. It supports more operating systems, network devices, tablets,
phones, web servers, applications and other critical infrastructure to provide the industry’s most comprehensive, continuous
vulnerability detection.

Reports and insights that matter
CVS provides reporting on the critical vulnerabilities when they are discovered while also providing concise reports to fit the specific
remediation cycles within your organization. Reports are created with your teams in mind. We focus on helping you remediate
vulnerabilities which means you won’t spend hours reading reports.

Fully managed by our elite cybersecurity analysts
Vulnerability management isn’t easy with traditional approaches that place the burden of configuration, handling and resolution on
your IT department. From triage and remediation support of critical vulnerabilities to periodic expert vulnerability briefings specific
to your business, CVS makes it simple. Fully monitored, maintained, managed and delivered as a service, CVS helps you stay focused
on your business.

Continuous Vulnerability Scanning

Continuous Vulnerability Scanning is considered mission critical when it comes to
protecting against today’s cyber threats. Deployed across the globe, it helps:

Reduce the exploit
window

•

•

Find and fix vulnerabilities
quickly

Scans include coverage for 450+ devices and
applications and over 55,000+ vulnerability
checks
Scans applications, systems, databases, client
software, devices, infrastructure, Linux/Unix,
Windows and Mac to ensure compliance with
policies and standards

•
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•
•

Strengthen your
organizations security
posture

Web application scanning including OWASP
vulnerabilities
Actionable notification and risk reporting for
internal and external critical and exploitable
vulnerabilities
Vulnerability reviews with our expert team
Always monitored by our cybersecurity experts
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